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Wordplay based on Roman Numeral Letters (RNLs) is not new to Word Ways. Here, however, I 
attempt an overview of the subject, as well as introducing a variety of new RNL wordplay. As a 
whole, RNL wordplay can be divided conveniently into 2 types: non-numerical and numerical. 
The RNLs in non-numerical wordplay do not take on their RN values; RNLs in numerical 
wordplay are given their RN values. CIVIC is an example of the former, a word made of RNLs 
which is also a palindrome. ACTIVE can be u ed as an example of the latter when viewed as 
containing the RN for 104 (CIV). 
The RNLs used here are, in alphabetical order, C 0 , I, L, M, V and X. Medieval Roman 
Numerals (WW87155 and 95183) are not admitted. A few hyphenated designations are offered 
where no solid words were found ; phrases are not admitted. 
Unreferenced words can be found in the Oxford English Dictionary, Second Edition. Locations 
are taken from the United States Board on Geographic Names and are populated places unless 
stated otherwise. Other references appear at the end. 
NON-NUMERICAL RNL WORDPLAY 
Non-numerical RNL wordplay can be sub-divided into: 
A. that in which the RNLs form part of the word 
B. that in which RNLs account for the entire word. 
A. RNLS FORM PART OF THE WORD 
I Singularly Imperfect Romans (SIRs) 
Only a single letter prevents certain words from being full RNL words. Here is a list of SIRs, 
not necessarily the longest ones. They encompass, in alphabetical order, one each of the 19 
non- RNLs: CLIMAX, CLIMB, MIDDLED, FILMIC, VIGIL, CICHLlD, JILDI (quick), 
CLICK, DICLINIC, CODICIL, LIMPID, IQLlD (in Iran), IRIDIC, SILICIC, ILLICIT, 
MILIUM (millet), WILLI (type of nocturnal spirit), IDYLLIC, IZIM (a 17th century Hebrew 
word for goats - singular Ez). 
A satirical columnist for The (London) Times newspaper and author of The Calligrapher, 
Edward DOCX has a most unusual SIR name. 
2 Single Romans 
By way of contrast, here is a selection of long words which contain only a single RNL. The 
first five can be found in Stedman's MD or are inferred from words therein. 
ESOPHAGOGASTROSCOPES (20 letters), PHOTOROENTGENOGRAPHEQ (21), 
STEREOROENTGENOGRAPHlNG (23), TELEOROENTGENOGRAPHY (20), 
ESOPHAGOJEJUNOGASTROSTOMOSES (28), OVERBOUNTEOUSNESS (17 - Web2), 
EXTRANEOUSNESSES (16 - Web2) 
3 Roman Strings 
In Colloquy of the May 1999 issue of Word Ways, I offered ARMADILLIDIIDAE (pill bugs), 
a word with an uninterrupted string of9 RNLs. 
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4 Roman Doubles 
It is not difficult to find words which contain a doubled RNL and no other RNLs: 
ACCO T ADD HAWAII, FULL, UMMER, VVY, WAXXEN (wax) . , -
On the other hand, words with tripled and quadrupled R L and no other RNLs are rare: 
WE (see skillet 1. 1519 citation), W ALLLE (Web2) 
1111 (sleepless - Tahitian), HMMMM (ats), JXXX and JJAXXX (WW200 1294) 
The following word have different pairings of adjacent doubled RNLs and no other RNLs. 
IIDDA ( omaha) QUA lILL E (Web2) ANTI-IMM UN E 
ALLCCANJA (Peru) ROTTBOELLIINAE (gg) 
Philip Cohen found the per onal name REDDDLL in .. Vogt's The Battle of Forever, Ace, 
1971(81155). 
5 Roman Repeats 
Certain words contain a preponderance of one particular letter. Here, 1 search for solid words 
\\ ith as man) of a particular R L as possible but which contain 110 other RNLs. 
CHROO~OCCA~ A ha 5 Cs D .QEUDDYDD (Welsh: ' two days') has 5 Ds 
I I HIB!T!O 1ST has 5 Is L LLANLLYWEL (in Gwent, Wales) has 5 Ls 
M MAMMOMO OGAM (a nematode wornl - nz) has 5 Ms 
V VERTYOY (vertuous) has 3 Vs X XXARBAX (China) has 3 Xs 
orne location and tribes boast even more Roman repeat : 
CHA ~ACACCACCA (a mountain in Peru) has 7 Cs (and a 10-letter +A string) 
WAP!!W! !B!W!N!N!WAK(' wancreekmen',abandofChippewa- Hod) ha 81s 
HULLLOOELLELL (either a Chinookan or a Salishan tribe - Hod) ha 7 Ls. 
OVOVARVAROYKA (Russia) has 4 Vs. 
6 Roman Beginnings and Endings 
Words which beg 111 and end with the R L are easy to find. However, when we require 
that the word contains no other RNLs it becomes difficult to find long words. Most of the 
longer \\ords which begin and end with C, for example, end in -IC which disqualifies them. 
COE 0 ARC DES GREGATE.Q 
I TERPRETARI LA GHTERFUL 
- -
MAG ETOGRAM YENOY (venue) 
XA THO YX (a crustacean - nz) 
_ OROBJ EV is the surname of the joint author of Advanced Coal Mining, 1961 . 
Certain words begin and end with a doubled R L, either the same or different. Some of these 
words ha\e extraneous R Ls. 
Same doubled RNLs: CCAM PATUYOCC (Peru), CCA RCCOLLA HA YO C (a loca lity in 
Peru) has 3 x CC, an LL, and 7 Cs in tota l. 
DDOFYDD (see 'ovate') III' (sleepless - Tahitian) LLA LL (Welsh: another) MMMM (rt) 
Different doubled RNLs: LLA FAREDD (Powys, Wales) VVALL (enter 1590 cit = wall) 
~EDE SKll (alternate surname of Wedensky, ikolai E. - Stedman 's MD) 
7 Imariant Romans 
The R Ls in these words appear in their correct alphabetica l pos itions within each word . 
They are invariants. 
E ~OURAGI GLY, E~ESSARlOR M 
The RNLs in each of these words appear in thei r correct alphabetica l pos itions in relation to 
each other only. They are local in ariants. 
A ECDOTARlA CO GE ITAL CRATERI ORM 
- - - - - -
DA TINGLY HYDROPHTHALMY BIPALMATE 
- - - -
EX 
- -
The R Ls in these words are re erse local invariants. 
COU TERROLM 
KALMA HBA H V 
-(Rus ia) 
MARGINA TED, HAMLET!SH, P1E IPOTE CE. G1UTI ATE.Q XAYA T 
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8 Alphabetically-ordered Romans 
The 5 different RNLs in each of these words occur in alphabetical order. 
CARDIOPALMUS, CARDIO-OMENTOPEXY (both St), CHADILEUVU (stream-Argentina) 
D1PLOMYSTAX (a fish) 
The 5 different RN Ls in each of these words occur in reverse alphabetical order. 
EXEMPLARIC, 0XALIDACEOUS, GOVERNMENTA1.!ZED, MULTIDEQK, 
VENYMLlCHE evenomly) 
9 Hidden Romans 
Rearranged, the letters of these 10-letter parent words make two 5-letter offspring. One of 
these is a RNL word , the other contains no RNLs. 
DISSOLVING SICCATIVES VICARIANCE CLAVIERIST 
/ \ / \ /-'\ / \ 
LIVID SONGS CIVIC TESSA CIVIC ARENA CIVIL STARE 
In MERISMATIC and NUMISMATIC below, the letters of the RNL word MIMIC occur in 
the correct order in the parent word. In NONMIMETIC the letters of both offspring, MIMIC 
and the non-RNL NONET, appear in the correct order in the parent word. Alternatively, using 
TENON instead of NONET, the letters of MIMIC and TENON can be read forwards and 
backwards respectively. 
MERISMATIC NUMISMATIC NONMIMETIC NONMIMETIC 
-/ - - \- / - \- / \ -/ \ 
MIMIC STARE MIMIC AUNTS MIMIC NONET MIMIC TENON 
(in order) (in order) (both in order) (in order) (rev. order) 
In MILLENN!A, MILLI and ANNE can be read forwards and backwards respectively. 
In ENMILDEN (enmingle) the RNL MILD occurs unbroken inside the tautonymic non-RNL 
ENEN (old word for 'can'). In several words, the letters of MILD occur in order but not in 
one group. In each of MATILDA, MAR!GOLDS, MISLEAD and MISELDEN (old word for 
'mistletoe'), MILD can be lifted to leave another offspring which does not include any RNLs. 
MILD MILD MI L 0 MI LD 
AT A AR GO S S EA SE EN 
Other RNL offspring can similarly be lifted from DISTALLY, MITRALL Y, MISDO!NG and 
LIVERIED. In MIASMIC and MIOTHERMIC, MIMIC surrounds the non-RNL words AS 
and OTHER respectively. 
DI LL MI LL 
STA Y TRA Y 
MI MIC 
AS 
10 Half Roman 
MIDI 
SONG 
MI MIC 
OTHER 
LtV I 0 
ER E 
The letters in the first half of the word DIVISORS are RNLs, whilst those in its second half 
are not. Rearranging the letters of each half produces the RNL offspring VIDI and the non-
RNL offspring ROSS. For more examples, see my Straight Down The Middle (2004125). 
I I Roman Records 
Under the title Roman Numerology (99059), Dave Morice listed potential records for various 
classes of word containing RNLs. In response to his EXTRAVEHICULAR (14), as the 
Longest word with 5 different RNLs used once, I offered EXTRA VENTRICULAR which 
has 16 letters (99104). 
Here are more improvements: 
Longest word with 6 different RNLs used once 
LEVOCARDIOGRAM (14) from Stedman's MD - to replace HEXADECIMAL (II) 
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All ~ different RNLs used once . . 
In the August 2003 Colloqu) , I mentioned ~ERQUEX-.QE-MAULEYR!ER, a locatIon 111 
France - to replace Dave's coined OYERCLIM AXED 
First and last names with greatest ratio of RNLs 
In WW970SS, Jed Martinez tell s how he spotted the Roman name VI C VIDI , a res ident of 
oral Springs, on the local TV news - to rep lace IDI AMI 
LOllgest word wah RNLs ill odd positions only 
MA1ACOCYCHLA (a bird 12 - nz) - to rep lace M01ECU LE (8) -
12 Silent Romans 
R Ls are sometime seen but not heard, as in the e word : 
C in M CLE, Din HA DSOME I in BU I ES L in WALK M in MNEMONIC 
- - -
V in FIYEP CE (pronounced 'r) X in BILLET-DOU X 
In RIEVAULX (Abbey), the I. L and X are all si lent. 
B. RNLs ACCOUNT FOR THE WHOLE WORD 
There are only a few well-known word made excl usively of RNLs, especially of more than 
three letters: CIVIC, CIV IL, DILL DIV!. LIV ID, MID I, MILD, MILL, MIMI , MIMIC, 
V I lLl, VIVI D. 
I Long Roman Words 
ror longer examples, it is necessary to turn to lesser-known words: CILDLI (childly), 
IMICIC (cimicic acid) and CIM ICID (perta ining to insects of the Cimic idae - Dor). 
DIVIDIVI, with 8 letters, would appear to be the longest RNL word which has appeared in 
Word Ways. It is the name of a leguminous tree, and also the name of its pods, used in 
tanning and dyeing. I can now add eight more 8-letter RNL words, all locations. Fi ve of these 
are tautonyms: DILIDILI (locality in omalia), LlV ILlVI (Bolivia), MIDI-MIDI (DR 
Congo), MILIMILI (Uganda), and VILI VILI (stream - Kenya) ; the remaining three are 
MILlCICI (Bosnia-Herzegovina), and CIMCIMLI and XILM ILLI (both in Azerbaijan). 
XILMILLI is also a Century word (assign ing a= l, b=2 etc., its letter total = 100). However, 
there exist tv-o 10-letter RNL tautonymic locations: LLiV ILLIVI (a moun ta in in hile) and 
XI~IM-XIMIM (Igarape Ximim-Ximim is a stream in Brazil ). 
2 Roman Transposals 
Perhap the most familiar of these is MID - DIM, which is al so a reversal. Longer examples 
are found mostly amongst locations. 
51eNers 
These groups of S-Ietter transposals each consist of three or more words. 
CllMI (Somalia) - CIM IL (locality in Somalia) - MILIC (Bosnia-Herzegovina) 
DilL - DIVLI (Afghanistan) - LI VID 
DIVCI (Yugoslavia) - DIVIC (ridge in Yugoslavia) - VIDIC (Croatia) 
L1Vll (Ginn) Livil is a resident of Cali fomi a) - L1VLI (stream - Peru) - VILI L (Guatemala)-
VILLI (pan of the small intestine; Villi Villi is a mountain in Boli via) 
DIDIM (stream - Cameroon) - IDMID (mt. - Lebanon) -IMDID (Timmay al lmdid - gypt) 
- MIDDI 
CI IL - CJ LI (Turkey) - VICLI (Vietnam) - VILCI (Vilci Izvor - Bulgaria) - VILIC 
(Vilic Selo - Croatia) 
DILDI (Ethiopia) - DILID - IDDll (Nigeria) - IDLiD (Admin. district - Syria) - LlDDI 
(stream - Cameroon) 
ILLIM (hill in Kenya) - IMLIl (Morocco) - LlLIM (island in Papua NG) - LlMLI (Turkey) -
LLiM I ( Llimi Kwan - wadi in gypt) - MI LLI 
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DILIM (Kirk Dilim Liman - bay in Turkey) - DILMI (Sidi Dilmi - shrine in Algeria)-
DlMIL (stream - Papua NG) - DLiMI (EI Bachir Dlimi - Morocco) - IDLIM (pond - Sudan)-
L1MDI (India) - MIDIL - MILDI (Cameroon) 
61ellers 
Here are some pairs of 6-letter transposa ls. 
CILCIM (Turkey) - MILCIC (Croatia) CILICI (Bosnia-Herzegovina) -ILiCIC 
DIMICI (Yugoslavia) - IMIDIC DIMILI (Turkey) - MILIDI (wadi - Algeria) 
DIVICI - VIDICI (both Bosnia-Herzegovina) ILLILI (G uinea) - LILLI I (msp) 
VILCII (wadi - Egypt) -VILI I (Yugoslavia) VILIVI (stream- Mozambique) - VIVILI (Fiji) 
The palindromic DIVVID (edd) transposes to the tautonymic VIDVID (Ukraine) 
This group of 3 transposals consists of two tautonyms and a pal indrome. 
UMUM (wadi - Egypt) - MILMIL (stream - Ecuador) - MILUM (F&W) 
7 1ellers 
DILIMLI (Turkey) - MIDILLI (is land - Greece) 
8 letters 
L1VILIVI (Bolivia) - VILIVILI (stream - Kenya) 
3 Roman Palindromes 
6 letters 
DIVVID (edd), ILlILI (a settlement in Samoa), IVIIVI ('small hills' - Mangareva), 
MILLIM (F&W), MIMMIM (a firm in Toronto) 
7 letters 
CILDLIC (childly); ILLILLI (' disease' - Choctaw), IMILIMI (a school in Kenya) 
4 Roman Tautonyms 
6 letters 
DILDIL (Eritrea), L1CLlC (spur - Peru), MVIMVI (stream - Gabon), L1MLlM (wadi - Egypt), 
MILMIL (stream - Ecuador) and VIDVID (Ukraine) 
81elfers 
DlVIDIVI, DIL/DlLI, L1VILlVI, MIDI-MIDI , MILIMILI, and VILIVILI . For these and the 
lO-letter LLiVILLIVI and XIMIM-XIMIM see ' Long Roman Words ' (1. above). 
5 Roman Reversals 
These RNL words make a different RNL word when read backwards. The sources of the 
asterisked* words can be found in the I ist of Miami words (6. below). 
DILDI* -IDLlD* IDDiL (Nigeria) - L1DDI (stream - Cameroon) ILLlL* - LlLLI* 
LIVID - DIVIL MILLI - ILLIM (hill - Kenya) 
LlMLIM (wadi - Egypt) - MILMIL (stream - Ecuador) 
6 Roman Miami Words 
A Miami word is one with the pattern) 2?) 2, where? can be any letter of the alphabet (see 
Miami Words 20000) 4). 
CICCI Bosnia-Herzegovina 
DILDI Ethiopia 
ILLIL cove - Palau 
LLiLL old Welsh word for a goat 
MIMMI stream - New Zealand 
7 Roman Triangle Words 
CIVCI Bosnia-Herzegovina 
IDLiD Admin. Dis!. - Syria 
L1CLI likely 
LILLI a girl's name 
VIMVI farm - Zimbabwe 
DIDDI river - Nigeria 
I DM I D mountain-Lebanon 
LI M LI Turkey 
L1VLI stream - Peru 
The letters of the RNL words DIDDIM and ILiCIC occur in the ratio 3:2: I. When arranged 
with like letters on tl~e same row they make triangles. 
M 
I I 
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L 
C C 
D D D I I I 
8 Roman Word Square 
The words of both the L1XI and MILLI quares below can be read in row order, from L to R. 
to produce a palindromic sequence of letters: L1XI XILI ILIX IXIL and MILLI ILLIL LLILL 
L1LLlILLlM re pectively. Having an odd number of row , the MILLI quare al 0 produ e a 
palindromic letter sequence when rows 2 and 4 are read from R to L: MI LI LILLI LLILL 
ILLIL ILLIM. The VIOl square is not palindromic but it incorporate all the R L e, cept . 
Returning to the L1XI quare, each word i compo ed of the letter I, I, Land . igning 
a= I, b=2 etc., the letter total or each word divided by the number of letter 54/4 = 13.5. 
Con tructed of 4 balanced word, this a balanced quare a well a a palindromic one. 
L I X I (China) MIL L I I D I 
X I L I (Cape in Greece) ILL I L I I L 
I L I X (llex - oak) L L I LL D I V I 
I X ILL ILL I I LIM igeria) 
ILL I M 
9 Roman Pyramid 
This R L pyramid icon tructed wholly from the name of location . 
M 
MI 
LIM 
I M L I 
MIL I C 
CILCIM 
MILCI I 
CIMCIML I 
10 Roman Word Ladder 
M stream and M lagoon in Australia 
stream in entral African Republic 
stream in Bosnia-Herzegovi na 
railroad station in India 
mountain in Hungary 
Turkey 
Croatia 
Azerbaijan 
This ladder of 6-letter locations ha ide branche ( hm n to th left f th maill ladder : 
MILIMI blm hole in had 
MILIOI wadi in Igeria 
Yugoslavia MI I I MIll I Ilal 
III I Bo nia-Herzeg inn 
I M I I ia-Herzc,."ovi na 
-I I I roalin 
V I I I roalia 
VIOl I I aliI in 1I 10\ ia 
stream in Mozambique VILIVI VILI I B nia-Herzcg iI 
creek in Papua NG LIL1L1 III I B nin-Herzegovina 
~ 
II Roman Shifts 
Brazil XILILI DIll I Bo nia-Hcrl l'!l,ovinn 
DI I I R mania 
stream in Malawi DIDIDI DIDI I ugoJ vin 
DIMI I Bosnin-Ikrlcgo\ in I 
DIMILI rur"c 
• 
By shifting the letter of certain word a gi CIl Ilumber or slel nl Illi\ III' Ilpli In ,( \\ ,111111 
round from Z to A), it i po ible 10 on ' 1'1 \ ords nlftdc \\ ilh I 1 ,' int, .'''!R lI' I., 11/1/ 'II 
contain no RNLs. The RNL 81' gi 'Illhcir nlplmbl'ti 'nl "lilies J, I 4 t·) 
DID+ 12 = PUP MIO + 12 = UP ILL I IQ Bl·F I I I I,' \ F (nlllh '1\,, ' ) 
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VIV + 6 = BOBIVIV + 12 = HUHIVIV + 18 = NAN 
IXIL + 7 = PEPS 
In WW99290, Dave Morice pointed out that " ... the letters in THREE shift four steps along 
the alphabet to XLVII , the Roman numeral for 47. It 's the only number that does this kind of 
shift ... " (a number to number shift). This prompted me to try sh ifting groups of RNLs which 
are bona fide RNs rather than RNL words. The RNLs are given their alphabetical values. 
MDV + I = NEW DCL+2 = FEN MXV+3 = PAY MVI + 5 = RAN 
LlV + 6 = ROB CXX I + 7 = JEEP LXXVI + 9 = UGGER COLI + II = NOWT 
DCCV + 12 = POOH MCL + 15 = BRA COl + 16 = STY CXX + 17 = TOO 
XCV + 18 = PUN DLII + 19 = WEBB IX +22= YET MDCC +23 = JAZZ 
DCCV + 24 = BAAT 
The same length shift can be applied to different RNs to produce different words. For 
example, DCC + 24 = BAA, DCI + 24 = BAG whilst DCV + 24 = BAT. 
In this context, a shift length of22 seems to be particularly productive. Below, 3 letters are 
added, one at a time, and then 3 letters subtracted , again one at a time, 
LI + 22 - HE 
X L I + 22 - THE -
X L I I + 22 - THEE -
X LV" + 22 - THREE 
X V II + 22 - TREE -
XII + 22 - TEE -
XI + 22 - TE -
The letters of some RNL words can be shifted along the alphabet and the resulting letters 
rearranged to form shiftgrams which contain no RNLs. 
MIX + 7 (TPE) = PET/MIX + 18 (EAP) = PEA 
D1MID + 23 (AFJFA) = JAFFA VIVID + 22 (REREZ) = REZER 
CIVIL + 22 (YEREH) = HEYER (author Georgette Heyer) 
NUMERICAL RNL WORDPLAY 
The RNLs which appear below are given their RN values, either as single-letter RNs (I = I, V = 
5, X = 10, L = 50, C = 100,0 = 500, M = 1000) or as multi-letter RNs (IV = 4, CLX = 660 etc.) 
I Orderly RNs 
Each RNL in these words is treated as a single-letter RN, even when two or more occur 
adjacently . Each RN is greater in value than the RN which precedes it in the word: 
LACKEYDOM, IV ANXOUYLENG (mountain in Laos), XABAALCAD (wadi in Somalia), 
and EVREUX-LE-COUDRA Y (France) which has 5 of the 7 single-letter RNs . 
By way of contrast, the value of each RN in these words is less than that of the RN which 
precedes it. Each word has 5 of the 7 single-letter RNs: 
MEGADACTYLIA (St), MACKELVIE, DECAL V A T!ON 
2 Roman Numeral Transformations 
This is the title of a Kickshaws item by Dave Morice which appeared in the August 1990 
issue of Word Ways. In his words "Pick a Roman Numeral , any Roman Numeral , and replace 
the ' letters ' by their positional values in the English alphabet. Add those values and put the 
sum back into Roman Numeral form (e.g. VI = 22+9 = 31 = XXXI). Repeat the process until 
a previous sum appears" . Beginning with a number between I and 100, Dave found that the 
longest sequence began with the number 77 and used sixteen different numbers in total before 
hitting on 30 for the second time: 
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77/LXXVII= 1 00/C=3/11I=27/XXVIJ=88/LXXXVIII= I 33/CXXXIII= I 02/C II=21/XX I= 
57/L VII =52/LII=30*/XXX=72/LXX II =78/LXXV III= I 09/C IX=36/XXXV I= I 03 /CIII (=30* 
for the second time). For more of Dave 's item, see 90178. 
3 Palindromic Roman andwiches 
Replacing in the same way as above can be u ed to achieve a different end. tart off \ ith the 
numerical palindrome II. Convert it into a RN - XI. Now add the alphabetical alue of 
and I (24+9) and, bingo, another numerical palindrome (33) is the re ult! Here _are more: 
22 = XXII = 66 33 = XXXIII = 99 939 = CM X I = 121 
1001 = MI = 22 2002 = MMII = 44 2882 = MMDCC LX 11 = 141 
3003 = MMMIII = 66 4554 = MMMMDLlV = 99 5225 = MMMMMC = 141 
4 Replacing R s with non-RNLs 
A single-letter, or multi-letter, RN in a word is replaced by one or more non- R L having a 
total alphabetical value (a= l, b=2 etc.) equal to value of the R (I = I, = 5 etc.). The 
numbers show the value of the R . 
Sillgle-Ieller RN replaced by a single 1101l-RNL 
Only words which involve I (I = A), V (5 = E) or X (10 = J) are eligible, becau e the R 
value of L (50), C (100), D (500) and M (1000) each exceed 26. 
IIRE=ARE 5 VAT=EAT; VE =SEE 10 A = J (the Indian laur I) 
Single-Ieller RN replaced by more than olle lIoll-RNL 
Thi is not po sible with the R I (I) becau e it i repre ented onl b the ingle I It r . 
5 REY=REBAB (a plucked or bowed stringed instrument of rabian origin) 
10 RAX (rack )=RABH (f. rabbi) 50 LO ER= POO ER 100 CO R= TR R 
Mlilti-lellel' RN replaced by a single nOIl-RNL 
Not pos ible with RNs III , IV or IX becau e they would ha e to be repla ed by the oth r RI! 
C, D and I respectively ( ee 5. ' Replacing RN with a ingle R L ') 
2 HA WAll = HA WAB (mt. in Yemen) 6 VI W = fEW 
7 SHARVIJ (Bulgaria) = HARQ (Azerbaijan) I I W A I -R = 
14 BUXIVARA (India) = BUNARA (spring - Boznia-Herzego ina) 
15 BOX-VAN = BOOAN 
-
16 BOXVIKE Vette (hi ll- Sweden) = BOEKE (hill - Zimbab\ e) 
19 AX IXA (Brazil) = ASA (King of Judah-Bible) 20 E ON = 10 
21 OXXIN (Scots. 'oxxen') = OUN (own) 
Multi-Ieller RN replaced by more thall one nOIl-RNL 
2 Bll (buy) = BAA 
4 WAIVER = WABBER (Web2) 
7 HARVII = SHAREB Mah (Iran) 
I I XISTER (for scraping bone) = FE TER 
14 TX IVA (Angola) =TAGFA (Morocco) 
16 SEXV IR (f. sexvirate, a body ofsi 0 = 
19 AXIXA (Brazil) = ABOBA (Cameroon) _0 
21 OX X fN (Scots. 'oxxen ') = OT N (ec rang Otllng 18(L it.) 
40 AXLE = ABRAS 
-
-
KER 
-
4 1 AXLIR (a hill in Iceland) = AU HER (collop 1641 it .-Skgt:orAlI~h r) 
5 1 LIT = OUGHT 54 LI ER - I VFR 
BlInll~ 
( ' ( 'filll-
I \' 'I ~',I:t 
• 
56 PELVI S = PEANUT .9 FH I-X - FFA Ts (r'lb, f\lst: ! 
91 EXCIT - = ERO TRATE (B tani 01: not ha illl:! n bt: 11-) 
110 WACX (wa) = WATERW RK I 0 L lJ I\' 1'1 I \ , RF \ 
15 1 CLIN E = THROU 1-1 - TON · (n h ri/ontnl!!,r C-, tom' \1 \ Cr I tomb) 
Two replacemellts in the same word 
I + 5 KIRY (to undercut a cnm in coli-mining.) h.AP FF (n S \1 1'\ 'all II ' ) 
6 + 50 VIA L = FAZE 
- -
10 + 50 A_;1 = A1ERUK (Ugnntln) 
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5 Replacing RNs with a single RNL 
3 WAI'I1 (Papua NG) = WAC (woke) 4 WAIVE = WADE 9 TWIXT = TWIT 
6 Roman Magic 
In WW92051 , Lee Sallows offered the following magic square made from number words. 
The sums of the numbers are the same (216) for each row, each column and the two 
diagonals. The sums of the RNs within the words are also the same (15) for each row, 
column and diagonal. 
SIXTY-TWO + EIGHTY + SEVENTY-FOUR = 216 IX + I + V = 15 
+ + + + + + 
EIGHTY-FOUR + SEVENTY-TWO + SIXTY - 216 I + V + IX = 15 
+ + + + + + 
SEVENTY + SIXTY-FOUR + EIGHTY-TWO - 216 V + IX + I = 15 
- -
-
216 216 216 15 15 15 
Again in 92051, Dave Morice pointed out that, not only do the consecutive numbers FIVE, 
SIX and SEVEN add to 18, but the RNs contained within them also add to 18 (IV + IX + V). 
No other sequence of consecutive numbers does this but Dave found a non-consecutive 
example: ELEVEN + SEVENTEEN + THIRTY-THREE = 61 both ways (LV + V + I). 
I found TWELVE + SEVENTEEN + THIRTY-TWO which also = 61 both ways, and four 
examples which use the minus sign, each = 8 both ways. 
SIXTEEN - EIGHT SIXTY - FIFTY-TWO SIXTY-ONE - FIFTY-THREE 
- -
SIXTY-TWO - FIFTY-FOUR 
These two examples, which also use the minus sign, each = 3 both ways. 
EIGHTY-SEVEN - EIGHTY-FOUR NINETY-SEVEN - NINETY-FOUR 
- - - -
7 Roman Millennium 
In The Roman Centurion (91182), Dave Morice mined Webster's Second Edition to find 
words which embody the one hundred Roman Numerals from I (I) to 100 (C). The fifty 
words he offered do not contain any extraneous RNLs. For reference, here is Dave's list: 
I IT 2 IBIS 3 INHIBIT 4 GIVE 5 EVE 
- - - - - - - -6 VIN E 7 VITRIFY 8 VITIATION 9 NIX 10 OX 
- - - -- - - -II EXIT 12 EX IGUITY 13 EX I-IIBITION 14 EXPENS IV E 15 EXTROV ERT 
16 EXUVIATE 17 EXUVIATiON 19 EXTISPEX 20 EXONARTH EX 21 EXOTOXIN 
40 AXLE 41 EXPLOSION 42 EXPLOITATION 44 EXPLETIV E 45 EXOLVE 
46 EXOLVING 49 SilK * 50 LAB 51 LIP 52 lJAlSON 
53 LITIGATION 54 LIVE 55 LOVE 56 LE.YlTY 57 LEVINING 
58 LOVE-INSPIRING 59 HELIX 60 LOX 61 LUXATION 62 LUXURIATION 
--- -- -- -- - -- --64 LUXIVE 90 EXCEPT 91 EXC ITE 92 EXCIPIENT 94 EXCESS IV E 
95 EXCURVATE 96 EXCAVATION 97 EXCAVATION 1ST 99 HI CK* 100 CAB 
- - - - -- - -
The words SILK and H~K (above*) use IL for 49 and IC for 99 whereas these values should 
be represented by XLIX and XCIX (see below). 
By exploring beyond Webster's Second, I managed to fill 12 of the 50+2 gaps: 
22 XUXIAOWEI (China) 27 XAXA VITI (mt.-S.Africa) 30 XAAKKAX (Mexico) 
43 TEXTLINGUISTIK 49 EXPLETRlX 63 LGAXETGITINAI (Hod) 
65 LEX V A (Hod) 66 LAXVIKEN (Sweden) 691UXURIEUX 
70 LEXXUNA 93 EXCURSIONIZING 99 EXECUTRIX 
(Ta' Lexxuna - a locality in Malta) 
Extending this exercise, I searched for words embodying the RN values 101 (CI) to 1000 (M). 
101 CHIP 102 PACIF!ST 103 ACQU!SIT!ON 
104 CARNIVORE lOS SCURVY 106 CAVITY 
107 CHAUVINIST 108 CONVERSATIONIZING 109 CONF1X 
- - - - - -- -
I 10 COX II I COAXING 112 COEXISTING 
-- . - --
114 CONNEXIVE liS CUXHA VEN 116 CESNY-AUX-VIGNES (France) 
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11 9 CA~A IX (Hod) 
140 CAXA LA (Angola) 
150 CALF 
120 OXX 12 1 CAX UXI (Mexico) 
14 1 TC XU!JN (Hod) 
151 NU L I 
145 CIIAUX-LEZ-PA AVA T(France) 
- -- -
152 CLI PPING 
- - -
153 COALITION ING 154 ULTIVATE 155 EN LAV E 
- - - - - -
158 CALVINIZING 
- - -
156 CLEAVING 157 CALVINI T 
- -
161 CATALEXI 
- -
159 PECU LATRI X 
- -
160 COLEX 
- --
190 CO-EXECUTOR 
- --
19 1 COX ACKI E 
- --
196 RE ~UE-EXCAV T!ON 
199 O-EXECUTRI X 
- --
200 CKOO 
- - -
201 ACACIA 202 Z CC HIN I 203 ON CRIPTIO I T 
-- -- - -- - -
204 CONCEIVE 205 0 CAV E 206 CONCA VITY 
- - - -- - -
207 CONCA VITI - 209 ORR ECTRI X 2 10 CA HEXY 
211 CAcox~{rE 2 12 - ACROCOX ITI (Oor) 240 =O=ARBO_ YL 
241 A~RO~OXALGIA(Dor) 250 A CE1,ERA T 25 1 0 CLU 10 
252 CYCLIZINE 254 OCCLU IV E 255 _ 0 CLA_E 
256 CONC LA VI T 257 ~RYPTOCAL VINI T 259 BU CALATR~I 
260 CYCLOHEX NE 261 CYCLOHEXATRI ENE 290 CO_ OA CO (Me ico) 
300 OCKROA H 
301 OCC I 
304 CONCOCTIV E 
- --
309 OCCIX 
350 COCCAL 
- -
400 CA D 
- -
302 CO CINI 
305 _ RECY-_OUVE (France) 
3 10 COCCYX 
- -
35 1 CO COLITE 
303 ~O_ TOPR EQ PITI ( eb2) 
306 _ A CAJ V' RI (Iake- 01"\\ y) 
340 CHACHACUA_ TLE (Mexi 0) 
352 0 A- OLO IZ TIO 
-- -- - -
40 I CREDIT 402 CO DITION 403 CO DITIO I G 
- - - --
404 SCREWDRIV ER 405 CADA VER 406 CADA_ ERIZ 
407 CADA VERIZING 409 COADJUTRIX 410 ARD 
--- -- - - - --
411 ARCHRO.QEXTRIN 420 CADOXTON-JUKTA- EATH (8 WeI h illage) 
450 CREDULOUS 451 CHANDELI R 452 0 LI I 
- -- - -- ---
454 COD-LIVER 455 ZRCADLOYA (Zrcadlova Hut ' - Cze ho 10 akin) 
456 CHUY12ELEYEVSKIY (Russ ia) 459 CH 12 1EL (Fran e 
460 CANDLEWAX 461 CANDLEWAXING 500 W RD 
-
50 I ADHESION 502 DEFINITE 
- - - --
504 ADOPTIVE 505 ADV ENT 
507 ADVISING 508 DEVIATIONI T 
- --
510 DESEX 511 DEOXYG ENATION 51 2 DE.,," 
- - -- - --
513 12EXTROPOSlTIONING 515 HYQROXYN R_ NE ( I) 516.Q _ IR 
519 DEXTROSTIX 520 ADNEXOP E Y 52 1 0 - ' TR TH'I R XI 
-- - - - --540 DEXTRAL 541 DEXTRALI 54_ 0 I ~ TI 
-- - -- - - -545 HY.QROXYPHENYLPYRUYATE (Oor) 0 __ 
551 ADRENA!JN 552 BOWDLERIZIN __ 
554 DELIVER 555 0 LV 
- -
557 DELVINAKION 559 PONDULI 
- - -
561 DEFLEXION 562 DEFLE IONIZE 
- - - - -
564 DEFLUXIYE 590 0 0 Y RT N 
- - - --
592 DE-EXCITATION 595 0 - -P- TRA-~"" 
- - -
60 I ABDUCTION 602 0 - I I N 
--- ---
Is r 
604 ADJECTIVE 605 UNO -R"""Y ' R 
- - - --607 ZE.QA-QHKYI Hl(Georgia) 
610 ENDO ORTEX 611 IIARI - RT-
- - - --
_ -0< I {FI1II ' l' 
640 DE ARBOXYLA 641 DE' C :0 
-- -- --
_ I I' RB .. V 1 II \ 11 
650 DA TYL 5 1 - -NTR I I F 
- - -
653 DE ENTRAL SATIONI , T 6 4 0 ': L R TI ' 
- -...-
• _ 1 F 1 AS tH F 
. • 1 H Al \ 1 
656 DECALV A TION 
- - -
659 DECLINAX 
700 DECOCT 
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657 DECALVINIZE 
- - -
660 HYDROCALYX 
658 DECALVINIZATION 
- - --
662 DUCLOUXII (a plant variety) 
701 DECOCTION 702 DECAPACITATION 703 DACRYOSCINTIGRAPHING(St) 
704 DECONSTRUCTIVE 705 DUCHCOV (Czechosl.) 707 DECCA VISION 
709 ARRENTES-DE-CORCIEUX (France) 711 HYDROCACHEXIA 
750 DRACUNCULAR 751 HYDROCYCLIST 752 DRACUNCULIASIS 
- - -- -- -
800 DECRESCENCE 
- - - -
80 I DYSCRECCION 850 DECACYCLE 900 SCAMP 
901 COMBINE 902 CHAMPIONSHIP 903 COMPANIONIZING 
--- - -- - -- - --
904 COMBATIVE 905 COUNTERMOVE 906 CENTUMVIRATE 
- - --
907 CENTUMVIRI 909 CHAMOIX 910 CHEMOTAXES 
- - - - -
911 CHEMOTAXIS 920 CAMAXAXE 940 CHROMOXYLOGRAPH 
- - ---- - - --
941 CHEMEXFOLIATE 942 CHEMEXFOLIATION 950 CAMEL 
- -- - - -- - - ---
951 CARAMELISE 952 CARAMELISING 953 COSMOPOLITANIZATION 
-- - - -- - - - - -
954 COMPULSIVE 955 CHAMPLEVE 956 CYTOMEGALOVIRUS (St) 
957 CYTOMEGALOVIURIA (Oor) 959 CONTEMPLATRIX 
960 COMPLEX 961 COMPLEXITY 962 COMPLEXIFIES 
-- -- --- --- -
964 COMPLEXIVE 1000 ME 
- --
ROMAN REMAINS 
It only remains for me to remind readers that 666, the Number of the Beast is represented by six 
of the seven different RNs in descending order of their RN values - DCLXVI. 
The year 1666, on the other hand, uses all seven RNs, once, again in descending value order -
MDCLXVI. 
Finally, the initial RN in the word CENTURY describes the whole word, making the rest of the 
word redundant; and I have it on good authority that the plant DILL has been seen growing over 
here in the nooks and crannies of HADRJANS WALL. 
- -
FURTHER READING 
Topics which I have not covered include Chronograms (77214, 82143 and a variety of non-WW 
sources), Presidential Roman Numerals (2003141), Roman Windows (2003141, 2003221), 9-11 
in Roman Numerals (2003138), Roman Numeral Cars (2000163), Romantic Squares (2003297). 
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